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Introduction
If we view industrial polIcy as the concentration of government

attention andresources onIndustries regarded as deservingofspecial
support or rapid development, thenIt Is evident thatEast European
leaders have pursued Industrial policies since the end ofWorld War
II, Pollcymalcers had very definite Ideas about the restructuring of
the market or quasI-market economies they Inherited from previous
regimes. Until at least the mld-1950s and, in several of the less-
developed socialist countrIes, until many years later, the central
authorities pressed for the priority growth ofheavy Industry, spear-
headedbymetallurgy and machine-building, andfor systematic Import
substitution both In heavy and light industry.

In the 1960s, Industrial policy began to achieve a greater focus,

presumably as part of the shift from extensive growth to intensive
growth. The Cennan Democratic Republic was the first topropose a
strategy for a “scientific revolution” In industry, according to which
those products that were most likely to be carriers oftechnologIcal
progress—chIefly products ofthe electronics, precision, and optical
industries—would be given special priority In the allocation of
investment and research and development resources. “Structure-
determining tasks” that focused on theseprIority sectors were directed
centrally, while responsibility for other, less importantproducts was
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delegated to minIstrIes, associatIons (Kombinaten), and enterprises
(Cranlck 1975, pp. 146-.7)). The idea ofconcentrating resources on
technologically advanced products was also InfluentIal in other East
European countries, although the means of implementingthese poi-
Ides varied from country to country In keeping with the growIng
diversity In national economIc systems.

A new conception of an IndustrIal policy of the Japanese style,
aimed atdeveloping branches or subbranches of industry capable of
generating specialized exports that would be competitive in world
orCMEA (Council for MutualEconomic Assistance) markets, emerged
In Eastern Europe in the second half of the 1960s. This export-
oriented strategy was somewhat lIke the notion ofpromoting tech-
nologically advanced products, but It assumed different forms and
emphases in differentcountries.

In this paper we examine the experience of Hungary with the
development and Implementation of Its Industrial policy. Hungary
is a particularly Interesting case study for several reasons. First,
Industrial policy Is particularly Important for Hungary. It is a small
country with fow resources beyond bauxite and fertile soil. Thus,
lIke Japan, It is hIghly dependent on foreign trade for Its economic
welf~re.Second, Hungary has undertaken significant reforms In Its
economic system, moving from the dirlgl.nne ofSoviet-style central
planning In the 1950s to the market-oriented reforms Introduced by
the New Economic Mechanism (NEM) of 1968 and the addItIonal
reforms Implemented In the 1970s and 1980s. Finally, Hungary Is
Interesting because It differs from other East European countries in
that agrIculture appears to be—Ifnot a conscious element ofIndus-
trial policy per se—at least a sector perceived to be progressIve and
Important to Hungary’s foreign trade performance.

Elements ofIndustrial Policy

Before we can examine Hungary’s efforts atformulatingand Imple-
mentingan Industrial policy aimed at developingcompetitIveexport
industrIes, we require an analytIcal framework. An effective indus-
trial policy would seem to consistof four elements: selecting indus-
tries for promotion; selecting markets; allocating resources; and
achievIng production and exports.

Selecting Industries for Promotion

Perhaps themostcontroversial aspectof industrial policy Is whether
the government Is indeed better able to select the industrial sectors
that ought to be promoted than Is the market, and whether thepace
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at which government policy redeploys resources is more efficient
thanthat of the market For advanced countries industrial policy, to
a great extent, must be based on forecasts of the future pattern of
technological progress and structural change. For less-developed
countrIes the technological choices are less difficult, but questions
regarding the abIlity to absorb new technologies, to manage new
IndustrIes, and therate at which more advanced countries will yield
their markets tonewcompetitors create at least as much uncertainty.

A second difficultyIn setting Industrial policy Is that thechoice of
sectors to be promoted is often not based on considerations of com-
parative advantage as prescribed by the factor endowments theory
ofHeckscher and Ohlln. Rather, new and nontraditional theories of
comparative advantage are used to justifr choices of sectors slated
forpromotion, Someofthesenewtheories stress finn-specific sources
ofcomparativeadvantage. Among these are economies ofscale atthe
firm level. Thus government assistance In concentrating finns Into
large agglomerations, as well as promotinga high volume of sales,
would be appropriate policIes to capture such economies. The lum-
pIness of the capital stock In certain industries, coupled with an
optimal firm size that preempts a large share of the existing and
prospective market, Is also a source of comparative advantage that
can be promoted through government support To the extent that
research and development outlays appear especIally risky to firms,
and thus lead to adivergence between perceived privateand social
returns to research, the subsidIzatIon of researchbythe government
can create a greater willingness on the part of firms to undertake
Innovative actIvitIes. Finally, firm-specific advantages can be based
on elements ofmonopolistic competitionwhere local firms compete
wIth their foreIgn rivals on the basis of differentiated products or
superior organization, both ofwhich maybe promotedbyappropriate
government policies. With the exception of economies of scale and
optimal firm size, the creation offirm-specific sources ofcomparative
advantage depends in large part on the willingness and ability of
firms to respondto government policies and to the external environ-
mentThey must expand research outlays andmake changes In their
organization, methods of production, and output mIx to produce the
hoped-for competitive advantages.

Other bases for IndustrIal policy are economywide. While factor
endowments maybe partof such broaderconsiderations, they appear
not to be uppermost In policymakers’ minds. Rather, emphasIs has
been on theneed to develop “structure determining” Industries that
will have technological externalities for other sectors oftheeconomy
that use the products of the favored sector. The promotion of the
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electronics, computer, chemical, and machInery Industries’ produc-
tion ofcomputersandrobots, byboth marketandplannedeconomies,
Is often justified on the basIs of the “modernizing” effect of these
Industries’ output on a wide range of user Industrles.t Another cr1-
tenon not specific to the firm Is the level of productivityandproduc-
tIvity growth In the sector to be promoted. Governments desiring to
maximize thegrowthofoutputshould seek to promotethe movement
of resources from sectors of low productIvity or few prospects for
productivity growth to those where productivity or the potential for
fidure productivity growth are high.5

While theoretical underpinnings for these bases of comparative
advantagehavebeenproposed (seeKrugman 1980), much skepticism
remains about choices of Industries that appear to be inconsIstent
with the traditional factor-proportions doctrine. Nevertheless the
perception that Industrialization, and IndeedIndustrIalization along
a specific line, Is necessary for national economic success clearly
makes policies that bypass the implications of factor-endowments
theory attractive to policymalcers. ThusJapan,forexample, embarked
on an expansion ofIts steel, shipbuilding, automobile, and chemical
Industries at the close ofWorld War II despite the fact that Its factor
endowment clearly suggested that Japan’s comparative advantage
lay In more labor-Intensive IndustrIes (Relschauer 1964; OECD 1912).

Selecting Markets

In selecting the IndustrIesthat are to receive government support,
the characterIsticsofthe production process are not the only crIteria
to consider. The government certainly ought to seek out Industries
where productivity and productivity growth are high, and where
economies of scale will create the potentIal to preempt rivals from
othernations. However, equallyImportant are thedemand-side char-
acterIstics of these Industries. That Is the Income elasticity of new
productsought to be high, as should theprice elasticityofthe market
share of established products. Industries aimed at the leading edge
of the product life cycle In advanced economies will benefit more
from longerlives than Industries geared to older products. For new
products, as advanced-country markets become saturated, the mar-
kets of less-developed countries wIll begin to expand.

‘That the level ofsophistication of the computer Industryhas an Important effect on
othersectors Is shown by the study oftheSovietmachine tool sector InAmann,Cooper,
and Davies (1971), where the capabilities of Soviet automated machine tools were
foundto be seriously limited by theshortcomings ofthe Sovietcomputer Industry.
‘This doctrinehas East European roots, aft stems from thework of Manollescu(1931),
although Ithas sinco boon taken overby anumber ofdevelopmonteconomists.
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In thecase of Japan, for example, the postwardecisionto promote
capital-Intensive industries was as much influenced by their appeal-
ing supply-sIde characteristics as by the realization that, at the time
decisions on industrial policy weremade, the United States was the
only large market open to Japanese exports. Thus the Japanese pre-
dilection toward sectors with high productivity growth was rein-
forced by the need to serve a large, sophisticated market with high
income elasticity of demand for certain goods which are often pro-
duced under conditions of increasing returns to scale or by industries
characterized by relatively uncompetitive price policies.

Allocating Resources
Even if the government is able to ldentifr winners and losers, it

faces the problem of reallocating resources from the latter to the
fornier. Existing industries have a vested interest in remaining in
existence, and both management and labor are likely to exert strong
pressure to turn Industrial policy into a policy ofprotectingdeclining
industries (Reich 1982). Similarly representatives of industries view-
ing themselves as potential winners are likely to pressure govern-
ment decision makers to make allocations favorable to them. Since
exIsting industries are likely to have greater political leverage than
nascent or nonexistent ones, the possibilities for developing indus-
tries ab ovo would appear to be questionable. Moreover, given the
political demands of labor and management advocates from different
sectors seekIng access to the benefits of industrial programs, the
government may be forcedto spread the access to additional capItal
and labor among too many Industries, thus precluding the possibili-
ties of creating economIes of scale and establishing comparative
advantage for these industries.

Achieving Production and Exports

Tothe extent that the government is able to identify and to direct
resources toward favored sectors, the possibility of a successful
IndustrIal policy exists. However, actual success will depend on
effective production, so thateconomies ofscale, potential productiv-
Ity gains, and other sources of comparative advantage are realized.
This requires appropriate management skills as wellas the abilityto
create the necessary technology or to master technology imported
from abroad. Finally,once produced, goods must be marketed effec-
tively In the target countries.

Consequently It is evident that a successful industrial policy rests
on a combination of political, technical, managerial, and business
factors. The Hungarian experience has some lessons for market
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economies—even, as we hope to show, for the United States. These
Implications arise, In the main, not from similaritIes In cIrcumstance
and economic systembut rather from differences In them. Only by
seeing which experienceswith Industrial policy are common to mar-
ket and planned, or large and small, economies can we gain some
fbehng for what pitfalls can be avoIded by appropriate policIes and
what problems appear to be an Inseparable part of industrIal policy.

Hungarian Industrial Policy under Central Planning
The post—World War II Hungarian economic system was Initially

patterned on that of the Soviet Union. Resources were centrally
allocated by means of plans expressed in physical terms, and enter-
prIses were judged largely on theft success In meeting physical
output targets. In such a system planners would appear to have a
great deal of power to shape Industrial policy. Not only could they
allocate labor and investment to priority sectors but, by means of
production plans, they couldInfluence thepattern ofproductionand
innovation at the enterprise level. Thus central planning, combined
with the small size of the Hungarian economy, provided an oppor-
tunity for the developmentand Implementation of an Industrial pol-
icy “from the top down”; that is, a policy devised by and executed
atthe behest ofthe central authorities.

A survey of these earlyefforts at an Industrial policy bySchweitzer
(1980) demonstrates that an industrial policy planned and executed
from the top down was subject to a number of difficulties. Before
essaylng some generalizations aboutthe nature and source of these
difficulties, we present a brief overview of the experiences of the
favored sectors of Industry that were singled out for special
development

TransportationEquipment
The first comprehensive effort to promote a sector of industry into

therole of an Important exporter involvedthemanufactureof diesel-
powered railway cars. Based on some firm-specific advantages that
hadenabledHungarian firms to exportsuch cars in theprewarperiod,
the government hoped to update production to service promising
markets in the Soviet Union, other socialist countrIes, and in devel-
oping countries. The prewar technologyhad to be updated, however,
largely by providing the cars with a newer, more powerful diesel
engine. The design of such an engine, the provision of appropriate
components and materials for Its manufacture, and the ability of
supplIers to develop new systems and subassemblies all proved
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Inadequate. As a result the cars proved unrelIable in service and
exports were neither dynamic nor profitable.

Machine Tools

In the late 1950s Hungary attempted, wIthin the framework of
CMEA cooperation, to modernIze and narrow the assortment of
machIne tools it produced. As with the railroad cars, reliance was
placed on domestic researchand development resources. As aresult
all the new machines were Introduced well behind schedule, and
some of the designs proved so unsatIsfactory that a number of them
were not putInto production.

Precision and Electrical Engineering
A variety of precision engineering products, includIng medIcal

Instruments and automation and Instrumentation equipment for oil
and gas distribution pipelines, were promoted in the 1960s with a
vIew towarddeveloping exports to the Soviet Union. In neither case
was Hungaryable to generate the volume of exports anticipated, due
to difficulties in updating product technology and because Soviet
demand dId not evolve as anticipated.

In telecommunications the needofthe Sovietmarket for switching
equipmentwas consistentwith the technical capabilities of the Hun-
garIan producers, but due to a lackof Industrial infrastructure, econ-
omies ofscalecould notbe captured In theproduction ofcomponents,
and excessIve reliance had to be placed on components Imported
from the West, rendering exports to the Soviet Union unprofitable.

PassengerBuses
Another attempt at developing transportatIon equipment into an

export sector Involved the production of passenger buses. As In the
case of the railroad cars, the decision to develop the production of
passenger buses was based on the demands of the Soviet market
The basis for the international competitiveness of the bus industry
was to be a large (byworld standards) volume ofproduction and the
attendant economies of scale.3 However, given the large size ofthe
project relative to the capacities ofthe Hungarian economy, a great
degree ofInternational subcontracting and technology transfer was
necessary. The cooperationwIth suppliers ofcomponents from other
CMEA countries was not satisfactory. Western technology was

5schweftzer (1980, p. 333) reports that Hungarian productionofbuses was to exceed
that of countries such as Poland, Italy, and Sweden andapproach that of the Federal
RepublicofGermany. Hungary Is now oneofthe fouror five largestbus manufricturers
In theworld.
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obtained for the engine, gear boxes, andother systems, largely through
thepurchase oflicenses. In additioncomponents andmaterials Were,
and continue to be, Imported from theWest (Bauer and Soos 1979).

Evaluated In terms of growth of production and of exports, the
Ikarus bus program appears to be anexample ofa successfW Indus-
trial policy. As Table 1 shows, the output and export ofbuses have
both grown at above-average rates. Moreover, what was originally
viewed as aproduct intended exclusively forthe socIalistmarket has
evolved Into one that Is also exported to the West

TABLE 1
UuNc4uutrg Bus PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS

1960 1980

Buses Produced” 2,200 12,500
Buses Exported to

Socialist Countrie? 2,000 9,500
Buses Exported to

Non-SocIalist Countries” 100 2,500
Share In Industrial Production (%) 8 19
Share in Industrial Exports to

Socialist Countries (%) 11 20
Share in Industrial Exports to

Non-Socialist Countries (96) 1 4
Approximate number

The expansions ofproductionand exports are not the only criteria
1kw evaluating the success of Industrial policy. The economic return
obtained for the resources Invested In the favored sector must also
be consIdered. Certainly Hungary has achieved a scaleof bus pro-
duction that should yield economies ofscale. Admittedly therehave
been somedifficulties In achieving efficientvolumes ofproduction
for all components, but these difficulties do not appear sufficient to
vitiate theeconomies of scale In assemblyand In engineproduction
Implied by thecurrent level ofproduction.4 On the negative side the
buses use a comparatively largeproportion ofImports, In the form of
Western licenses and components, for whichhard currency must be

‘For example economies ofscale In engine production were to be gained by using the
engine In a dumper. Uthztunately, as Schweitzer reports, the design of the dumper
created serious problems andfewwere produced. Moreover, domestic needs for small
buses and their nonavallabllity from other CMEAcountries forced flcanistoproduce a
wider array of models than originally planned.
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paId. The profitability ofselling such hard-currency Intensive prod-
ucts on the CMEA market for nonconvertlble currencIes is question-
able. Interestingly the buses Ikarus exports to the West tend to use
even more hard-currency Inputs, lowerIng domestic value-added
even further.

Overall, then, the Implementationofan Industrial policy from the
top down was not especially successful. This lack of success does
not appear to stem from the choice of products and sectors whose
market prospects were not favorable. Rather, the failure ofthe proj-
ects Is due to the inability ofIndustrial unIts to Implement thepoli-
cies by developing and producIng competitive products, and thus
firm-specific competitive advantages, quickly enough. ThIs failure at
theenterprise level stemsdIrectly from thefact that central planners
chose the priority projects without true knowledge ofthe basis of
potential firm-specific sources ofcomparative advantage, and because
theirexpectations ofeconomies ofscalewerenot realized due to the
high degree of vertical Integration of Hungarian Industrial enter-
prises. Only In the case of Ikarus buses, where foreign technology
and a good deal ofInternational subcontracting was employed, has
Industrial policy produced potentially favorable results.

Hungarian Industrial Policy under
the New Economic Mechanism

In 1968 the Hungariansystem ofeconomicplanning was reformed,
wIth dIrective planning In physical terms replaced by the so-called
New Economic Mechanism (NEM). Given the uniqueness of NEM
measures and the systemic barriers to an effective Industrial policy
evident during the pre-NEM period, it is worthwhile to examine
NEM features relevant to Industrial policy, The allocation of Invest-
ment was to be decentralized, with the state retaining control over
one-halfof investment resources, and enterprises control over the
other half Enterprises were to be given greater powers to make
production decisIons as well, withprofits and market prices guiding
choIces of outputs and inputs. Output targets were abolished and
branch ministries were to seek economic outcomes, rather than to
plan In detail the activities of subordinate enterprises. Finally, a
functionalexchange rate was to provide links betweenproducers and
foreign markets, creatingboth competition from imports and a stim-
ulus for export-orientedproduction.

Along with the NEM came new instruments for promoting indus-
trial strategy. To provide capital for the development of priority
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sectors, central capital allocations were consolidated Into Central
DevelopmentPrograms (CDPs). CDPs reflectthe recognitionthat

In order to accomplish major changes In the production and utili-
zation structure of the national economy, development programs
requiring large investments are also needed whose selection and
financing cannot be subject to decisionsInfluenced by current mar-
ket demandandmarket conditions—considerations related toenter-
prIse profit Interests. [Balassa 1975, p.911

The authorities could also make use of a system of credIt policies
and explicit andImplicit subsidies to steer Investments of enterprises
toward priority sectors.

Six CDPs were to be started during the 1971-75 period. They
Included a scheme for expanding the use of natural gas; the devel-
opment of the petrochemical, aluminum, and motor vehicle Indus-
tries; the promotionof computer production and use; and theuse of
lightweIght structures in construction. Balassa (1915) lists some of
the objectives ofthese CDPs, from which we can gain some Insight
Into the criteria employed by Hungarianplanners in choosing prior-
ity sectors. The expansion ofthe production of natural gas and alu-
minum was based onthe availability of natural resources, as well as
on the expectation that some downstream technological improve-
ments could be fostered by these two Industries, Petrochemicals,
computers, and buses were also expected to foster technological
progress, not onlywith their respective Industries but In supplying
and consuming sectors as well. All projects, of course, anticipated
rapId increases in production. On the foreign-trade front, thecriteria
were unequivocal: Road vehicles were to be directed to socialist
countries “to earn foreign exchange”; aluminum, petrochemicals,
andcomputers weredestined for CMEA markets under cooperation
agreements; and thecomputer program was to “accomplIsh thesub-
stitution ofdomesticproducts for Imports from capitalist countries.”
Exports byany ofthese Industries to capitalist countries were viewed
as a minor consequence. The objectives of industrial policy in the
early 197th, then, were to promote sectors that would provide tech-
nological spilovers to the rest of the economy and would meet a
large and dynamic demandon the CMEAmarket

In view of Hungary’s deteriorating terms of trade and acute need
for convertible currency earnings in the 1970s, neither the vague,
excessIvely inward-looking supply-side criteria nor the orientation
to the demands of the CMEA market could serve as a continuing
basis for Hungarian industrIal polIcy. In October 1977 the Central
Committee of the Hungarian SocIalist Workers’Party met to discuss
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the need to reorient industrial polIcy. Calling attention to Hungary’s
worsened terms oftrade, the increasIng difficultyof exporting even
to CMEA markets, and the slow pace of adaptation of Hungarian
production to the new International environment, the committee’s
secretary called for the strengtheningofIndustrial policies (Nemeth
1977). Products to be promoted should be ofhigh qualIty up to date,
and profitable to produce, and should Involve a highdegree ofpro-
cessing. The ability of the economy to allocate resources to these
priority sectors wouldbe limited by“the relative scarcItiesoflabour,
of resources for accumulation and of foreign exchange”(p. 242). The
low rate of growth of output, deteriorating terms of trade, and the
need to maintainconsumption levels and to increase Investments In
energy, made investment resources particularly tight Nemeth iden-
tified energy production and utilization, the engineering industry,
light industry, and agriculture as sectors that met the criteria for
priority development The engineering industry was seen as vItal to
the “long term development of the Hungarian economy, as well...
as the IntensIfication ofsocialist economicIntegration and ofthe...
expansion of exports to the dollar area.” Within engineering, the
existing range of products was “toobroad” and of “mediocre tech-
nical standards.” Resources were to be focused on road vehicles,
agricultural machinery, machine tools, precision engineering, tele-
communications, and the vacuum technical industry. Nemeth rec-
ognized that this concentration ofresources would require eliminat-
ing certain engineeringproducts, butcautioned this should be done
only onthebasis of“permanentand secure Imports” (p. 243). In light
Industry the strategy was to replace low-quality production with
higher-qualIty,more sophisticatedproducts, thus shifting thepattern
ofproduction to more profitable Items.

The Central Committee issued a set of directives on industrial
policy that established scale ofproduction, standards of technology,
management and organization, market andtradepositions, and“pro-
duction background”as criteria for selectingfrvored sectors. Inaddi-
tion greaterattention was directedtoward specialization, higher stan-
dards for products and management, domestic and foreign demand,
and the availability of infrastructure and manpower. To Anther
emphasize the reorientation ofIndustrial policy towardWesternmar-
kets, a hind of 45 billion forints was established to finance Invest-
ments thatwould expand exports to theWest

Hungarian economists have engaged In a lively debate over the
merits of the exIsting Industrial policy and Its results. Among the
aspects most frequently criticized are the following.
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CdterlaforChoosing Priority Sectors
Although economies of scale are used as a criterion for selecting

priority sectors, such economies are often not obtained In practice
(Roman 1978). In large part this occurs because It is assumed that
economies of scale are to be reaped at the assembly stage. While
some economies do existat this stage, there are also largeeconomIes
of scale In the production of components, subassemblies, and parts.
This production in Hungary Is not undertaken on a large scale by
Independent subcontractors,butratherby theenterpriseresponsible
for assembly. Thus the production of these parts is usually carried
out at a volume that either fails to capture economies of scale or
actually suffers from diseconomies ofscale. Benefits of mass produc-
tion at the assembly stage, therefore, are offset by high-priced and
Inferior components. The stress on economies of scale may lead to
the developmentof industries that rely on low-wage unskilled labor
for their market advantage. In such industries Hungary is likely to
lose comparative advantage to developing countries (loves 1918,
p. 112). loves also criticizes the criterionof”modernlty” or techno-
logicaladvance,arguing that “we may have to consideran Important
task to manufacture such products which otherwise donot fit at all
Into our Ideas abouta modern product pattern” but thatare saleable
on world markets due to “their good quality, flexible a~ustmentto
Individual demands, and fast delivery” (p. 112). While loves’ point
Is well taken, ItIs difficult to believe thatquality, flexibility, and fast
delivery were likely competitive strong points of the Hungarian
economy In 1918, or that they would prove to be less elusive than
economies of scale.

Finally, the criteria have been criticIzed because they lack a spe-
cIfic cost-benefit accounting (Roman 1978). There are no explicit
considerations of the inputs needed to Implement Industrial policy.
In particular the research and development expenditures, foreIgn
licenses, and Imports of components and parts required by priority
projects do not appear to weigh heavily In determIningdevelopment
strategies. Evidently in this regard little progress has been made
since the 1950s.

Criteriafor SelectingMarkets
As mentioned above, Hungarian industrial policy has been or!-

entedtoward Importsubstitution andtheneeds oftheCMEAmarket
As a consequence Hungary has developed a “dual economy.” The
CDPs rely onWestern technology and equipment to develop large-
scale production of goods saleable only on the CMEA market The
production technology is not advanced enough andthe products are
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of Insufficient quality to permIt exports to the West To the extent
that the technology Is not updated, these products eventuAlly lose
theIr appeal on the CMEAmarket as well (loves 1978). At thesame
time, amore traditional and less well supported sector that does not
rely on Western technology and equipment exports resource-Inten-
sive commodities to Western countries (Kadar 1978).

The orientation of industrial policy to the CMEA market Is also
believed to be responsible for the failure to stress efficiency, quality,
high technical standards, and responsiveness in Hungarian export
production (Roman 1978,p.3). Moreover, the CMEA market absorbs
large quantities of goods that are reachIng the mature or declining
stages of theirproductlife cycle in Western markets. Thus, to capture
economies ofscale in production, Hungary mustadopt products that
are unlikelyto face a dynamic demand In theWest

While there may be some truth to these arguments, In large part
they appear to be self-serving. True, the CMEA market does not
demand the latest goods withthe highest quality. However, neither
does it reject such products, and onecertainly can findevidence that
goods of high quality and embodyIng new technology fare well in
CMEA trade. That the CMEA market does not demand such quality
Is not the cause of its absence from Hungary’s exports. The true
causes of the lack ofquality must be sought elsewhere, particularly
In Hungary’s economic system.

The Economic System as a Barrle, to Industrial Policy
Although under the NEM one-half of the investment hinds are

centrallycontrolledandtheother halfdecentralized amongtheenter-
prises, investment decisions are viewed as being excessively cen-
tralized (Nemeth 1978; Soos 1978; Dealc 1918). This is because enter-
prise hinds are comingled with central hinds or bank credits, or are
subject to central policies and crIterIa when enterprises bargain for
subsidies and favorable prIces. As a consequence there are nohinds
available for entrepreneurs to invest on the part of enterprises; the
center’s Investment policies encompass virtually all Investment
resources. Once these investments have beenallocated, “thereis not
enough money left over for export-oriented development” (Roman
1978,p. 114).

The allocation of 45 billion forints for loans to increase the pro-
duction of exports to the West does little to remedy this, since the
amount Is less than 10 percent of total investment Moreover, the
great demand for these hinds means that firms offer to repay loans in
threeor four years, hardly enough timeto make significant structural
changes. Certainly if Industrial policy is intended to go beyond the
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“narrow”concepts ofenterprise profits andmarket fluctuations, then
thishindwould seemto do little to further industrialpolicIes. Never-
theless, Kadar (1980, p. 283) argues that “it was not so much the
central development programmes as the exportdeveloplng credit
policy ofthe National Bank of Hungary that encouraged the expan-
sion of HungarIan export capacities andtheIrstructural Improvement”

The large size of HungarIan enterprises has resulted in aconcen-
tration of Industry that reduces the decentralization InherentIn the
HEM. Often preferences for a particular sector or product become
preferences for a single enterprise that has no competitors within
Hungary (Deak1978). Moreover, while branch ministries are to con-
cernthemselveswitheconomicresults ratherthan control overenter-
prise activities, when such results depend on the activities of one or
a few enterprises, stimulating economic results and thedirection of
day-to-dayactivitiesbecome difficultto distinguish. Toremedy these
problems, Nyers andTardos (1918, p. 41) suggest that enterprises be
reorganIzed In away reminiscentofJapanese zalbatsu (which Include
a bank and a trading company in addition to industrial plants) for
purposes of Investment allocationandenterprise guidance. Whether
such a scheme would merely exacerbate the problems created by
existing trusts (Keveral 1980) Is unclear.

Finally, It is evident that the system lacksthe Incentives required
to induce enterprises to produce quality goods that can compete on
international markets. In this, of course, Hungary is not unique.
While thenew wave of reforms may deal with some ofthe systemic
barriers to industrial policy, it Is unlikely to solve them all.

In the case of Hungary It is evident thata number of systemic and
envIronmentAl factors conspire to limit the types ofIndustrial policy
that can be successfully Implemented. Most problematic are those
IndustrIal policies that rely on firm-specific sources of comparative
advantage. The ability to preempt market share In Industries where
there Is lumpiness of capital is low because neitherthe technological
level of the Hungarian economy nor that of the Soviet Union, Its
largest customer, Is geared toward goods that are new by world
standards. The Ikarus bus example,therefore, is likely to be a fortui-
tous event, but an economy the size of Hungary’s admittedly does
not need toomany such lucky finds. Hungarian firms are unlikely to
rely more Intensively on research and development Nor are the
domestic and CMEA markets likely to create greater pressures on
Hungarian firms to push themselves to the point where they will
eçfoy signIficant competitive advantages over foreign firms on the
basis of brand name or product differentiation. Thus, at the level of
the firm, the only source of competitive advantage that industrial
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policy can create, given the lack of interest of the firms themselves
in international competitiveness, is economies of scale. Unfortu-
nately, in viewofthe highdegree ofconcentrationandthe small size
of the Hungarian economy, the only way in which such economies
can be obtaIned is through international trade In components. Because
of the difficulties ofobtaining such components on CMEAmarkets,
Hungary is faced with a serious dilemma in its Industrial polIcy.
While the reference market of industrIal policy is CMEA, an eco-
nomically viable Industrial policyis possible onlybyexpandingtrade
with theWest, so that Imports ofcomponents can be increased. Ifthe
favored sectors cannot earnthe hardcurrencythey needbyexporting
more to the West, then a greater hard-currency export burden will
be placed on the rest of the economy. There Is a danger that these
less-favored sectors—that are not given preferred access to capital
and labor butthat generate a disproportional share ofhard-currency
exports—wIll seek to gain power so as to Improve their access to
domestic resources, thus subvertingthe preferences of theplanners.

The economy-wide sources of industrIal policy, the structure-
determining and productIvity-growth elements, can also be fostered
by the authorIties, but they merely create the potential for export-
oriented sectors to develop. As the experience under the period of
central planning shows, the ultimate success or failure ofIndustrial
policy is at the enterprise level.

The Development ofHungarian Agriculture as an
Example ofIndustrial Policy

The strikingly good performance of Hungarian agriculture in the
1910s and 198th in terms of yields, domestic consumption of food-
stuffs, and exports Is viewed by many observers, Hungarian and
foreign, as an example of what enlightened support of a sector, cou-
pled with policies that promote indivIdual Initiative, can achieve.
The caseofagriculture andfood processing Is also appealing to many
because agriculture appears to be a sector marked forpromotionon
the basis of the Heckscher-Ohlln doctrine. As one Hungarian econ-
omist putIt, “[gjood crop land Is the most Important natural resource
of Hungary” (Csalcl 1983, p. 317),

The alleged promotion ofagriculture, through both favorable allo-
cations of resources and systemic reforms, was based on a number of
objectives. First, in the 195th, agrIcultural performance was unsat-
Isfactory in that Hungary was a net Importerofgrains. This not only
strained the hard-currency balance of payments butalso precluded
an expansion ofthe livestock sector, since such an expansion would
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have required additional supplies of fodder. Thus import substitu-
tion, either of fodder or meat, was one reason forpromoting agricul-
ture. Another reason for Increasing the supply of capital and
industrial Inputs to agriculture was to Improve the structure of the
economybymoving laborout ofagricultureand Into Industry, where
laborproductivity and Its growth were higher.’

The first steps toward Improving agricultural performancewere to
give agricultural units greater autonomy. Thus in 1951 compulsory
deliveries were eliminated and procurementprices were raised. In
the1960s InvestmentIn agriculture was Increased,withtheconstruc-
tion of buildings as afirstpriority, followed laterbygreater attention
to agricultural machinery. By this time agriculture’s export potentIal
was becomIng evident and there were expectations that the bur-
geoning agricultural surplus could be exported to hard-currency
markets.

As a result of the NEM reforms, agricultural units obtained the
legal and financialmeans ofexercising the autonomy thatpreviously
had been granted to them (Swain 1981). In addition to this enlight-
ened policy ofautonomy for collective farms and benevolentneglect
ofprivate-plot agriculture, Hungarian agriculture benefited from a
large Infusion of foreign technology. This was largely the result of
the Initiative of one individual, Robert Burget, who took advantage
ofthe autonomy granted to agricultural units to develop the Babolna
State FarmInto amodernproducer ofpoultryandpIgs.Joining forces
with a West German poultry-breeding firm, he Introduced modern
methods of animal husbandry and succeeded In exportIng a good
part of his output to Western markets. The next step was to Import
American corn-growing technology, to provide a reliable source of
feed for the animal husbandry operation. This new method of sci-
entific agriculture, often called TOPS (technically operatedproduc-
tion systems), was then disseminated by Babolna, and by several
Schumpeterlan Imitators, to other Hungarian farms on a cooperative
basis.’

Despite the favorable anecdotal evidence regardIng it~perfor-
mance, HungarIan agriculture appears to share adisturbing similarity
with the rest of the HungarIan economy: The aggregate numbers
somehow fall to reflect the favorable Impression gained from the
anecdotal evidence. Examining the data, rather than the statements

‘Even attheend ofthe 1950s, agricuibste employedabout 40 percentofthe laborforce
butaccounted for onlya little over20 percent ofgrossproduction.
‘For briefdescriptions otto Sabolnaexperience, see Marrese (1983) or Swain (1981).
A detailed description Is available In Wlnpenny (1981).
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of HungarIan and Western observers, leads one to wonder whether
agriculture has really been favored by government policy. Agricul-
ture’s share in aggregate Investment, with the exception of 1968—71,
has held relatively steady for the past 15 years. At the same tIme
agriculture’s share of the labor force has been cut In half. These
trends In Inputs have been reflected In agrIculture’s share of net
production, which fell from 21.9 percent in 1965 to 14.8 percent in
1976 (SwaIn 1981). Finally, agriculture’s share of exports has held
remarkably steady—between 21 and24 percent since the early 1960s.

Ofcourse, the pricing of agricultural output has much to do with
our perception of agriculture’s performance. Itis often argued that
agricultural prices are too low, largely as part of consumption policy
but also to avoId too great a differentiation In farm Incomes. Thus
while the prices of industrial products, Including inputs to agricul-
ture, have risen, agricultural prices, save those tied to world market
prices, have remained relatively stable to shield consumers from
Inflation. Although thIs is avalid point, Itmust also be borne In mind
that many Inputs to agriculture are subsidized as well (Swain 1981;
Csakl 1983,pp.327-28). FInally, theabIlity of HungarIanagriculture
to turn its surplus production into hard-currency earnings has been
hampered by West European restrictions on Imports of agricultural
products.

Overall, the agricultural system in Hungary has benefited from
relatively enlightened government polIcies regarding the organiza-
tion of agricultural production and Its ability to make effective use
offoreIgn technology andmarket opportunities. While such policies
are obviously aform ofsupportfor theagricultural sector, partIcularly
In comparison to developments in other socialist countrIes, it is also
difficult to conclude that agriculture has benefited from policies to
Improve its access to labor andcapital. While indIvIdualelements of
price, infrastructure, and credit subsidies exIst, they may be more
than offset by price distortions that work to the disadvantage of
agriculture.

Lessons from the Hungarian Experience
Surprisingly our survey of Hungarian experience with industrial

policy suggests that choosing sectors to promote has not been espe-
cially difficult. Hungarian planners have been able to identlfr prod-
ucts that were In demand on the CMEA market and that could be
produced under conditions that should have benefited from some
firm-specificelementofcompetitiveadvantage. SimIlarlythereappears
to have been little indecision about Hungary’s target market.
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The fact that Hungarian planners were able to Identlfr a target
marketforthelrIndustrlalpolicyshouldbeviewedasamlxed success
atbest That the socialist countries and theSovIet UnIonIn particular
did provide a large and relativelystable market for Hungarian prod-
ucts does not mean that It was the best reference market for fonnu-
latlngHungarian industrial policy. PossIblyan Industrial policy ori-
entedtoward theWest might have developed Industries In the long
run that could have exported successfully to bothCMEA and the
West.

That the choice of sector and market has beenrelatively easy for
Hungarianplanners should not be construedas proofthat such choices
would be equally easy for policymalcers In the United States. The
sectors Hungary chose to support are relatively traditional. If the
policy of the United States were to be directed toward technologi-
Sly advanced sectors, then choIces would become more dIfficult,
though perhapsnot too much more so. The choIce ofmarkets for the
United States is a more serious obstacle to the formulation ofaviable
IndustrialpolIcy. GIven thesizeandtechnologIcal leveloftheUnited
States economy, the obvious refarence market for the United States
Is Its own domestic market However, by directing industrial polIcy
toward the domestic market, there Is a danger that industrial policy
will turn Into a policy of protectionism rather than a policy whose
outcomes would have to meet the test ofthe world market.

The allocation of resources to favored sectors In Hungary, as In
other countries, has been a source of controversy. In Hungary the
problem has been that favored sectors pay a price for government
support, in that they are forced to conform to government objectives
thatgo beyond thoseofthe industrial policy andmaybe inconsistent
with the long-nm economic performance ofthe firm.A secondprob-
lem hasbeen that In Hungary,andtoan even greater extent in Poland,
the benefits to firms of particIpating In Industrial policy programs,
regardless of their likelihood of success, have been so great that
virtually all firms have lobbied to be part of industrial policy (Brada
and Montias 1984). Finally, Industrial policy has tended to be infla-
tionary. Tothe extent that certain sectors are given priorIty access to
capital and labor,other sectorsmustbemade to reduce their demands
for capital and to release workers to the priority sector. In general,
planners in East Europehave been reluctant to shift resources away
from entrenched industrIal interests, so Investments in favored sec-
tors are generally seen as expenditures over and above the normal
volume of investment, ratherthan as a redirection ofa given volume
of investment Such problems, of course, couldeasily crop up in the
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course of ImplementIng an IndustrIal policy In the United States
as well,

The evident difficulty with Hungary’s Industrial policy has been
oneofImplementation. However well planners may have Identified
products for promotion and markets where such products could be
sold, even when resources weredirected toward these sectors Ithas
more often than not proven Impossible to create the firm-specific
sources of competitive advantage that are required for the ultimate
successof industrial policy. Partly thIs has beenasystemicproblem.
Hungarian enterprises lack both the Incentives to exploit the oppor-
tunities perceived by the framers of industrialpolicy and thepenal-
ties for failIng toact The autarkic approach to IndustrIal policy has
also created serious difficulties In implementIng It Only in the pro-
duction of buses have the Hungarians succeeded In Implementing
the objectives oftheir industrial policy.This case stands out largely
because it Is the only example of industrial policy where the inter-
nationalization ofthe priority sector was evIdent from the beginnIng
andalso particularlyextensIve In Its contacts with foreIgnsuppliers.
Agriculture, while perhaps notas strongly supported as the bus pro-
gram, has also benefited from oxtensive reliance on foreign Inputs
and technologies, as well as from stronger Incentives and greater
freedom of decIsIon making. ‘These two Hungarian successes IndI-
cate that the Internationalization of production Is an important com-
ponent ofsuccess In Implementing industrial policy. An examination
ofthe debate over Industrial policy In theUnited States reveals that
this lesson needs to be consIderedbybothproponents andopponents
ofIndustrial policy.
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“INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN HUNGARY”:
A COMMENT

Paul Craig Roberts

Professor Brada (1984) concludes from his survey ofHungarian eco-
nomic experience thatone ofthemore difficult aspectsof formulating
Industrial policy hasbeen the selection ofthe sectors tobe promoted.
I donot think that should surprise us. The people who are the most
expert at selecting the sectors to be promoted are the capitalists.
Theyhave ahard timeplaying theirowngame. Itseems only obvious
that government bureaucrats trying to Imitate them are going to do
worse. The question, then, is; Why have bureaucrats Instead of
capitalists?

Ever since Oscar Langer redefined central economic planning to
be market simulation, there has been no reason far any planning
(Roberts 1911). It Is obvious that nobureaucrats will ever be able to
simulate theactivities ofthereal experts—the capitalists themselves.
And of course we know that bureaucrats will never ftce the same
incentives as venture capitalists. By now everyone knows that a
fundamental problem with so-called socialist or plannedeconomies
Is the absence of private capital markets. What, then, could be the
reason in the UnitedStates for havingan industrial policy other than
to overrule the decisions of the capital markets? The only obvious
reason to have an Industrial policy Is to Increase the power of
government.

The United States once had an Industrial policy. Itwas run bythe
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), If the Hungarians are
smart they will learn their lessons from us. The United States dis-
solvedIts Industrial policy In 1953,amIdcharges ofcorruption, fraud,
andpolitical fuvoritism. An article in theJanuary 1952 issueofHarp-
er’s magazine confirmed the Senate Banking Committee’s 1951
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Investigation ofthe RFC. Itreported that theRFC had“thrustmoney
on the proprietors of road-side snake farms, cultivators of cactñs
plants for sale In dime stores, dental clInics, paperboard makers,
mattressmAkers, televisIon manufacturers, canneries, movie houses,
cafes, drug stores, truckers, a trailer manufacturer, amanufacturerof
fluorescent lamps, a rainbow trout factory, and some very dubious
fellows who wanted to be the concessionaires for the roulette room
In aNevada hotel.” Someone remarked that the last item was prob-
ably the most successful of the RFC’s capital allocations.

When I readbetween the lines ofProfessorBrada’s paper, I believe
I could conclude that in Hungary there Is the use of “industrial
policy” to dismantle or rationalize the remnants of central planning
In Hungary, In the United States, however, Industrial policy is an
effort to replace liberty withgovernment power. In the 1930s, 1940s,
1950s, and 1960s, academics could pretend that there was more to
be gained than lost from subordinating liberty andelevating govern-
mentpower. Theyhadcareless theories about “marketfailure” despite
the fact that every day they relied on markets to meet their needs.
They produced slogans about how, once government had enough
power, “planned production for community consumption” would
replace the chaotic market economy. When F. A. Hayek and others
argued that central planning would destroy liberty, many academics
denied the obvious. One even went so far as to deny that Joseph
Stalin was a dictator on the grounds that the Soviet constitution
provided for no such office.

Today academics can no longer carry on the pretenses about the
failures of markets and the successes of central planning. When It
became Impossible any longer to defend the Soviet economy, those
academics who requIreasocialist illusion shifted to communist China.
At Stanford University in the early 1970s, John Gurley, once the
distinguished editor ofthe American Economic Review, found nir-
vana In Maoist economics.Today ChinaItself Is ruledby a convicted
“capitalist roader,” Deng Xiaoping, who is talking about opening a
stock market That and the generalized failure of central economic
planning leave socialist-minded academics with only a sparse sym-
bolism. The once fabulous claimsforcentraleconomicplanninghave
been reduced to a drab industrial policy, and In Hungary, Brada tells
us, its only success Is the production of buses. What socialist can be
enthusiasticover that?

We have wasted several decades ofscholarship while academics
bent over backward to find successes in “Soviet-type economies.”
Today the last remaining claim for planning Is the bus Industry In
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Hungary. With this patheticclaim, a sordid episode in the history of
scholarship has come to an end.

Democratic societies must find some way to hold universities
accountable. The politicization of scholarship thatallowed academ-
ics to keep the Wluresofsocialismunder wraps for several decades,
while they prattled on about the faIlures of markets, has adversely
affected the lives and fortunes oflargenumbersofpeople. The social
costs at home and abroad of thIs academic failure are enormous. I
cannot say that the benefits of academic economics compensate for
these costs.
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ECONOMIC REFORM IN HUNGARY:
ROLE OF PLAN AND MARKET

Janos Hoivath

The question posed by Brada’s paper (1984) Is an Important one:
“Are there lessons for America from IndustrIal policy In Hungary?”
Quite likely theaffirmativeanswerwill ringwithvaryingamplitudes
ofconsent; all the way from a whispered “perhaps” to a resounding
“yes.” Thedifferingdegrees ofconsentmay dependontheelements,
processes, achievements, and institutions compared. Yet; In order to
answer the question posed above, the inquiry must notbe confined
to International statistics which deal with size, growth, stability,
equity, and other conventional Indicators. The question can be more
meaningfully answered by tracing changes In systemic parameters
and variables such as plan, market; Incentives, subsidies, mobility,
and propensity to experiment. Indeed, byplacing the United States
and Hungary into Juxtaposition as they currently debate theft own
Industrial policy, some thought-provoking insights can be gained.

My answer to the rhetorical question posed by Brada’s paper Is
that in the 1980s there are certain noteworthy lessons for America
from Hungaryas Industrial policy issues evolveIn the two countries.
The prime lesson I find Is that nowadays the Hungarians seem to
trust the market mechanism moreand theplanning process less than
the Americans. While the market’s role Is rising and the plan’s role
is declining In Hungary, simultaneously In theUnited States areverse
trend Is afcot—a trend to reassign significant functions from the
market sector to a planning apparatus. This trend is evident In the
call for an Industrial policy, thecontroversy over thederegulation of
selected industries, and the rise in protectionistsentiment In each
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of these cases special interest groups are striving to retain some
specIal subsidy or bounty. The tyranny ofthe status quo is a reality.

I hasten to caution anybody agaInst overrating Hungary as a role
model in comparison with the United States. A sense ofproportion
Is Indispensable.NotwithstandIngcontroversies aroundgovernmen-
tal involvement with the economy—essentially through monetary
andfiscalpolicies and business regulations—the representativeform
ofgovernment and market feedback mechanIsm do share decision-
making In the United States. CompetingIdeas and Institutions,bol-
stered by pressures of Innovation, necessitate acceptable perfor-
mance because of the threat of losing office andlor customers. In
Hungary, the Communist Party continues to retain monopoly over
the government as well as all essential public decision making
throughout all segments ofthe society.No alternative Ideologies and
Institutional arrangements are permitted to compete for the people’s
choice. There is no voting mechanism, for example, to reject the
status quo; there Is no chance for rotating governing elites via the
democratic process.

The Intolerable Failures ofCentralization
Now havingpeggedout the place ofHungary vls-k-vls the United

States on the multi-dimensional map of contemporary realities, we
may proceed to deal with the task stated at the outset. Professor
Brada’s paper sketches the framework for industrial policy In Hun-
gary, Identifies Its salient events, and analyzes the evolving process
accurately. Whatappears pertinent to add Is thatpost—World War II
Hungary, then still working within a market-coordinated, private-
entdrprlse economic system, had accomplished during two years a
remarkable reconstruction of industry and stabilization of money.
Hungary’s current industrialization policy reaches back to the polit-
ical regImentation of Eastern Europe, which, in turn, imposed a
centrally directed economic mechanism. As the country’s political
economy became patterned on that of the Soviet Union, plans were
decreed and their implementation enforced “from the top down.”
After lengthytoils and traumas,most visibly the revolutionary reform
attempts in 1956, the New Economic Mechanism was introduced in
1968 under which the state began to share decision-making roles
withenterprise managers and broader segmentsofthe populace.

During the 1970s the reform had certain setbacks and reinforce-
ments until another resolute commItment In 1984. The tone and
sophistication of the new reform movement can be seen from the
following selection ofexcerpts from various studies, proposals, and
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policy statements that have been produced in Hungary during the
recent phase of national introspection.

In his 1984 New Year interview, “Newer Wave of Reforms,” Ivan
T. Berend, a leading historian, academican, and former rector of the
Karl Marx University of Economics, reflects the state of a national
soul-search (Berend 1983):

We have learnt at a very high historical price what must not he done
in guiding the economy. Consequently the reform began,... The
reform does involve risks, but the greatest risk is if we fail to accept
the risk. Otherwise we cannot overcome the current difficulties
which resulted from changes in the world economy as well as from
our own weaknesses. We cannot afford to wait any longer. Due to
thedeteriorating terms of trade, the national income of a whole year
has been lost in the course of the past 10 years

Willing to touch old taboos, such as the ideological commitment
to full employment, Berend continues:

Presently in Hungary full employment is based on two pillars. One
is the large factories where there is ‘over-employment” with harm-
fulconsequences. Theother pillar is theretirement system. Women
are eligible to retire at 55 years of age and men at 60. Full employ-
ment would not he possible otherwise, therefore 20 percent of the
population is on pension. This retirement system couldbe regarded
as a way of unemployment assistance. . , The reallocation of labor
force and material resources must be facilitated. Those enterprises,
with only small exception, which arechronically incapable ofbreak-
ing even, where the loss becomes permanent, must not be subsi-
dized. The retrained workers find jobs at prosperous enterprises.
The economy gainsnew momentum while the best enterprises and
the best sectors of production advance to the forefront. Precious
years have already been lost; we cannotafford to lose more.

Berend argues the case for market solutions, even in the ideolog-
ically very sensitive area ofincome distribution, by showing positive
results:

The weakest segment is the state-owned manufacturing sector which
also amounts to the largest sector ofthenational economy. It is here
where the implementation of reform continues to lag behind expec-
tations. The present difficult situation compels a consistent imple-
mentation ofreformaccepting the consequences of free price, wage,
and investment adjustments The effective income stimulators
led to higher income for somepeople—supposedly an undesirable
phenomenon from the viewpoint of social stability. However, higher
income stimulated more private saving, which in turn resulted in
private investment in the service sector, Examples abound; here is
a recent one. The introduction ofa private taxicabsystem by a stroke
of thepen, resulted in the doubling ofthe fleet in Budapest without
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any state investment. Another success story is agriculture where the
reforms have had the longest time to work their way. Indeed, in
agriculture the 1968-type reforms had already begun in 1956.

The disappointment with concentrated economic power sounds
like a textbook case against the evils of monopolies. Such encour-
aging sentiment inside Hungary’s Ministry of Industry is expressed
by senior policy analyst Gyorgy Marosan, who writes:

During thepast decades it was ageneral doctrine ofeconomicpolicy
that the central direction could optimally allocate resources for
development. . . . Unfortunately, experiences proved differently;
quite often the expected success failed to materialize. No efficient
sorting out of viable investment projects was possible within the
given system ofgovernmental directives which ledcentral decision-
making toward irrational directions. Arbitrarily chosen priorities
resulted in weakening norms, unjustified preferences, and ulti-
mately declining performance. Consequently, the preferred enter-
prises syphoned away resources from other areas. What aggravated
the problems was that the enterprises in monopoly positions became
preoccupied with protecting their privileges instead of strength-
ening competitive edges. [Marosan 1983, pp. 15—161

From Centralized Directives
toward Market Solutions

That the above statements are typical of present-day Hungary could
be documented at length. Evidence abounds. What is noteworthy is
that the lengthy and meticulous diagnosis has been leading to pre-
scriptions to remedy pains and retardations. Decisive actions are
called for with compelling urgency. For example, while gauging
Hungary’s position within the world economy, Bela Kadar reports
(1983, p. 45): “The unfavorable changes in the external and internal
conditions of Hungary’s socio-economic development have recently
made it particularly imperative to increase the efficiency of Hungar-
ian industry.” In fact specific steps toward reforms are recommended
at various forums. Due to the fact that Kadar based his recommen-
dations on the broader context of resource endowment, technological
capabilities, and performance indicators, as well as institutional
structure, it appears that his operational design has viability. The
salient points are:

In the years to come the dynamism and stability of the economy
will thus primarily depend on how the efficiency and international
competitiveness of Hungarian industry can be improved, and how
the various conditions of participating more successfully in the
international division of labor can be created. In the lOSOs, there-
fore, the tracingofits path ofgrowth will not simply bean expedient
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but also a social necessity determined by the unfavorable change
lathe internal and external conditions.

The conditions and requirements of international industrial
development in the 1980s . . . have brought still more into promi-
nence the importance ofindependence in enterprise decision-mak-
ing for industrial policy. A system of enterprises, each ofwhich has
adirect interest in its own performance and operates independently
with varied forms of ownership and different sizes of organization,
can define products, means of execution, amnnagement mechanism
and organizational structure of its own.

The functioning of a market-oriented system of economic man-
agement and economic environment would bring out the compar-
ative advantages and disadvantages of particular industrial prod-
ucts. .. . This can he done within the framework of engaging more
intensively in international cooperation between enterprises.

In macro-economic management of industry. . . those direct
methods of management—almost directives—must be replaced by
those whose management strategy is of an indirect, coordinating
character.

A path ofgrowth that demands innovation and technical improve-
ment, a strengthening of competitiveness and developing of infra-
structure, usually requires very intensive investment. An internal
economic prerequisite for this is to enhance the economy’s ability
to save, to encourage individual and enterprise savings, to decide
on appropriate real rates of interest and real capital expenses.
The development of certain sectors requires direct, close coop-
eration with long-term foreign capital, theevolution ofjoint owner-
ship.

[One] can draw an appropriate profile of specialization without
central interference where good opportunities for finance are avail-
able through self-generated resources, or from banks, and this should
apply to 60 to 70 percent ofthe products of the processing industry.

[Kadar 1983, pp. 55, 60—61]

The prospects of technical development continue to be the topic

ofseveral symposia which focus on creating afavorable environment
for future progress. Engineers urge that the first economic-financial
task should be to rectify the grossly arbitrary price and wage system
which fundamentally distorts the evaluating feedback mechanism
and consequently hinders technical progress. Distorted price ratios
among material, energy, and final products not only curb long-range
growth but also stimulate waste. All observers advise against the
coordination of development projects by state officials (Vamos 1983,
pp. 85, 89).

Broad ranges of infrastructure studies are integrated by Ehrlich
(1983, pp. 33—36) in search of management formulas which could
lower the capital/output and labor/output ratios. The innovators
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advocate “several sectors” conducive to competition between them.
The “several sector” design means that within a specific infrastruc-
ture branch “the state, cooperative, family, and private sectors [own-
erships] are operating side by side, their proportions being deter-
mined by technical parameters” (Ehrlich 1983, p. 34). Naturally the
exclusivity of state ownership must be retained in several areas, yet
“it will be expedient to spread and/or make characteristic the small
cooperative, family, and private undertakings which are going to
evoke true ownership identification in several fields” (Ehrlich, p.
34). The spreading of the “several sector” framework would bring
about (1) the abolition of subsidies; (2) the enhancement of capital
formation as private ventures recycle apart of their relatively higher

personal incomes; (3) the legalization of some of the presently half-
legal or illegal activities as part of the “second economy”; (4) freeing
the state from the burden of investment appropriations in certain
areas; and (5) the design ofa workable system of income taxation as
successful microeconomic enterprises give rise to entrepreneurial
profit.

In reference to a rather controversial 1983 event, Rezso Nyers
reflects:

It was fully understandable for me that a young cadre demanded
more forceful reform policy.. . . What also contributed to the increased
tension was that after 1979, motivated by thecontinuation ofreform
policy, certain fully rational measures were taken to stimulate small
enterprises. Now balancing the advantages and drawbacks, I believe
that the gains dominate even for those who feel drawbacks momen-
tarily. But this intense change, while opening doors for a character-
istically free market sphere—within our imperfectly functioning
and in essence only simulated markets—did cause conflict in the
income distribution, The resolution ofsuch a market dilemma could
come only through the reinforcement of economic reforms. Where
do the directions of progress lie? First, more enterprising business
management is needed, second, the price, wage, tax, credit, and
financial systems [need to] consistently broaden the freedom of
enterprise management. [Nyers 1984, p. 14]

On the Limits of Experimentation
No need to belabor the fact that Hungary’s economic reforms are

not conducted in apolitical power vacuum. The country’s geography,

history, and international commitments do stake out room for exper-
imentation. Yet the boundaries of experimentation are not always
staked out unequivocally.

The above excerpts reflect the motives, the directions, and some
of the accomplishments of the reformers. And it must be made clear
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that the reform measures have been approved by the political estab-
lishment, which also encourages the careful contemplation of further
scenarios. But occasionally the ground rules are reiterated. The pol-
iticians, who assert a sort ofmidwife role, do from time to time remind
the reformers that there are limits to the experimentation. The mes-
sage might be phrased this way:

A few years ago the political sphere initiated a process that could
be labeled “reform movement.” And we continue to endorse its
continuation. However, as a political reality, only we can he the
guardian of further experimentation. Therefore criticism rooted in
distrust, and demands which mobilize adversaries, will only make
our task more difficult, Instead of continuous criticism we expect
expert advice, A little tension does no harm, but it hardly does any
good if the advocates get carriedaway and overestimate their own
importance. [Kovacs 1984, p. 47]

The above is perhaps the most formalistic assertion of the political

sphere. In the balancing act of dogmatism versus pragmatism, a
communist philosopher reflects upon re-reading Marx: “To sum up
current Marxist thinking in Hungary: [F]or our present time the most
important lesson from the Marxist legacy is the openness toward new
realities and the ability for self-criticism. Nothing separates more

distinctly Marx and Engels from certain latter-day Marxists than the
capability to correct ideological dogmas in the light of new facts”
(Agh 1984, p. 12).

While reassuring itself of authentic Marxist ideology and guarding
the commanding heights, the political establishment remains cog-
nizant of two meaningful challenges. One is an entrenched orthodox
oligarchy inside the country and the other is the Soviet-led fraternity
of communist countries. Whatever other challenges might exist, they
do not pose the same threat for destabilization.

Domestically the powerful group which nurtures reservations against
economic reformism, even though subdued, consists ofthe managers
of several hundred large factories, With few exceptions their failures
are well known and their frustrations are recognizable, They feel
intellectually orthodox and professionally obsolete, and their inferior
performance remains a public issne. Comparisons are embarrassing.
That manufacturing lags far behind its potential while agriculture
reaches new heights is well recognized. It is also recognized that
these two sectors are managed quite differently. In agriculture man-
agerial decisions are delegated to hundreds of thousands of produc-
ing units, and the market mechanism is the primary coordinator.
In manufacturing the managers tend to avoid making creative deci-
sions; they feel more comfortable executing directions from higher
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authority than in shaping decisions based on feedback from the fresh
breeze of market competition. The contrast in favor of agriculture is
manifest in higher personal income and adaptability inexport markets.

The limping manufacturing sector would improve through more
reliance on the market mechanism, but the orthodox managers want
no more operational discretion. They sparsely use the freedom
bestowed on them. Oligarchies prefer to perpetuate the status quo.
Of course some medieval monarchs managed to shake up their reluc-
tant barons. For Hungary’s present political leaders it could become
a crucial matter how to retire thousands of oligarchs whose positions
were granted in an earlier period as a reward for loyalty. Attrition
may lead toward the solution although it may be slower than afford-

able. Nevertheless, to ascertain the viability of the ongoing market
system in Hungary, and to remove its detractors, might prove more
urgent than any immediate tinkering with the mechanism (Horvath
1984).

The international approval of Hungarian economic reforms contin-
ues to be a crucial consideration. An authoritative insight was recently
offered by Rezso Nyers, a former secretary of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party, the highest-ranking official responsible for
adopting the reform breakthrough in 1968. Removed from the highest
power elite since the early 1970s, he participates again in economic
policymaking. Perhaps it is symbolic that he gave an interview to
Mozgo Vilag (Moving World), a journal best known for innovative
inquiries and, occasionally, for initiating controversies. Nyers, as
quoted below,masterfully blends competence, courage, and caution:

Indeed, it would be a significant gain for the Hungarian economy
if equivalent reforms were afoot in the CMEA countries [the Soviet
bloc economic alliance]. The need for them is real. The possibili-
ties? Well, to some degree they also exist; it is not impossible that
the reforms could begin; we see experiments within the economic
mechanism even in the Soviet Union. There are signs in Bulgaria.
In Poland, they have adopted an economic reform in the political
sense for which, however, the economicpreconditions are still lack-
ing. Yet, I think that the Hungarian reform policy now enjoys a
broader basis . , . or, worded more precisely, encounters definitely
less resistance from other countries than after 1968. So the condi-
tions are becoming better, but we cannot anticipate from them
similar reforms during the immediate years regarding the interac-
tion ofplan andmarket,. . This couldbe viewedas a brake, because
the CMEA alliance offers reduced development stimulation to the
Hungarian economy as well as to other member countries.

Even the most sensitive matters should not remain taboos. I do
believe that first we should wisely broaden the circle of questions
which are not sensitive. Then more truthfully, more sensitively, and
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very carefully truth must be spoken. Naturally it is a very, very
sensitive political question to decide how far to extend indepen-
dence in the domain of the economic mechanism and economic
policy side by side with an alliance. It is my most firm opinion, that
side by side with a good alliance relationship, there is still room to
advance our independence. In this pursuit the debates must be
accepted, even momentary disagreements, hoping that in the longer
run even this kind of debate will strengthen the alliance.. . . At the
time of each world tension, there will emerge a sense ofmeditation
in communist political thinking. . . even the perception of isolation
from the world economy. But I cannot imagine turning our back on
the world market. Nor can I imagine the Soviet Union or the whole
socialistworld doing so.. . We are open [toreforml inall directions,
and the future prospects for its continuation are good.

[Nyers 1984, pp. 16—171

“From Others’ Misfortune Learn the Wise”
The evidence filtering through these pages substantiates the prop-

osition offered at the outset. It is well worth our while in the United
States to look at Hungary. That small country in Central Europe
existing under adverse circumstances—resource paucity, historical
misfortunes, institutional rigidities—has recently been achieving
noteworthy results by substituting market for plan.Present-day Hun-
gary wrings a savory livelihood from a bastard political economy by
humanizing it through the cleansing breeze of market interactions.
Favorable performance vindicates reforms, which deliver improve-
ment, which reinforces calls for reforms, and so on, The circle seems
to be self-sustaining through an intellectual-politicial-populist inter-
action. After rigorous studies the Hungarian economists recognized
the market’s curative potential. They have succeeded in converting
the political leaders, who in turn proclaimed the laws of supply and
demand a law of the country. Also, economic reform has broad pop-
ular support.

It is a recurrent observation nowadays in comparative analysis that
Hungaryhas evolved as the most interesting experimental laboratory
in terms of managing a nation’s economy. The road from Stalinist
central-plan enforcement to market socialism has been longer than
any country traveled in the domain of economic systems. Hungary’s
dynamic evolution isparticularly remarkable given its constraints on
resource ownership, the concentration of management, and govern-
mental involvement. Countries tend to be quite static by these mea-
sures; for example, the United States, the Soviet Union, Sweden, and

‘A Hungarianproverb.
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other countries remain where they had been throughout several
decades. Exceptions occur when revolutionary political turnabouts
cause radical changes in the economic sphere. Measurable change
in the economic system remains so rare that the currently ongoing
Hungarian experiment has no forerunner or prototype, especially not
inside the Soviet bloc with its firmly enforced ground rules for emu-
lating the Soviet model of central planning.

Hungary’s differentiation from the Soviet bloc economic blueprint
draws its driving momentum from theoretical explorations and
empirical testings. Hungarian economists and policymakers are fully
knowledgeable about the strengths and weaknesses of the market
system as well as about the theorems of“market failure.” At the same
time they are in the position to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of the centrally planned system as well as the theorem of “plan
failure.” Further studies could shed more light on this topic, but the
lesson for America from the Hungarian economic reform is clear:
The Hungarian experience serves as a reminder that the inherent
planning failures far outweigh the inherent market failures.2
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